
  

 

CHANGING 

YOUR MIND 
      

Most of what holds us back in life is “mind-

set”: unhelpful attitudes that we hold dear and 

beliefs that limit us. Living the life you choose, 

often begins with actively deciding to change 

your mind. Your brain is on your side in this, as 

it is adapted to be forever adapting. So how do 

you begin change your mind? 

Alison Campbell 
The Life I Choose 

 



Changing your mind 

All my life I have been changing my mind! I don’t mean in a ‘woman’s prerogative’ kind of 

way, but by addressing entrenched ways of thinking and re-working them. It wasn’t, 

however, until the last decade that I first heard and read about neuroplasticity (brain 

plasticity). This has been an area of increasing research throughout the 20th and 21st 

centuries, which culminated in 2016 when Michael Merzenich won the Kavli Prize in 

neuroscience "for the discovery of mechanisms that allow experience and neural activity to 

remodel brain function.” 

Your amazing brain is plastic 

The good news is that there is now a large volume of evidence to support the idea that the 

brain (regardless of past experience) is not a fixed structure, but rather something that can be 

significantly altered and re-organised. I don’t know a great deal about all the many and 

various ways that this can be achieved, but I do know that there is solid evidence for 

cognitive behavioural therapy, meditation and mindfulness all being useful in changing your 

mind.  

Michael Merzenich has written a beautiful, hope-

inspiring book called Soft-Wired: How the New Science 

of Brain Plasticity Can Change your Life, which I aim to 

review on The Life I Choose blog. If this area of growth 

is of interest to you, I would recommend this book as a 

vehicle of enjoyment and understanding. One of the most 

amazing takeaways for me, was that mental practice and 

repetition is just as capable of producing change as 

physical practice and repetition. That’s incredible. So, 

you can become more proficient at a skill by mentally walking through the precise detail and 

execution of that skill, just as surely as if you physically practice it. 

So, what does your brain need from you? It needs you to be alert, enthusiastic and engaged, 

and it’s important that you concentrate, try hard and repeat on through to success. The brain 

doesn’t store all the changes that occur, but only those that it deems to be inherently 

fascinating, new, or leading to a positive (or negative – if that’s what you choose) outcome. 

It’s not interested in the ordinary. These changes are ‘saved’ under the influence of 

neurotransmitters that are just not released if the experience is magnolia.  

So, the overriding lesson to be learned is – only work to change behaviour that matters to 

you. The more driven you feel to make a change, the more effort you are likely to exert in 

making it happen and the more motivated you will be to repeat the practice.  

You were not born you. Your brain has repeatedly, over the years of your life, remodeled 

itself to create the you that you are today. As the decades have passed, you have been many 

different versions of you. ‘Self’ is not a fixed concept. You do not exist as a concrete being; 

predictable and unchanging. Instead you were one version of you at 10, another at 20, yet 

another at 30 and so on. More accurately – in the detail – you are a different person as you 

move from day to day, week to week and month to month.  

This is glorious news. We can be constantly redefining ourselves. Add to that, that we carry 

within us (in our brains) physical connections to the people, places and things that we care 

about. Then consider the myriad of skills that we have chosen to acquire over the years we 

have been alive, and you will see that YOU are a truly unique individual, who is forever 

changing.  

https://lifeichoose.com/


The great sadness is that so many of us remain stuck in all kinds of behaviour that doesn’t 

serve us, in habits that cause us harm, and in the (sometimes overwhelming) pain of the past. 

It doesn’t have to be so. Every single day we get to choose how we will live, what we will 

accept in our lives, what we will work to change and how we will grow. Consider this quote 

from the fore-runner in this field:  

Whatever the circumstances of a child’s early life, and whatever the 

history and current state of that child, every human has the built-in power 

to improve, to change for the better, to significantly restore and often to 

recover. (Michael Merzenich) 

You are a person who is still growing. Change is what your brain does continually. When you 

wake up in the morning, you no longer have the same physical brain structure as you did 

when you went to sleep. You are amazing and you can emerge for your grief a stronger, 

happier, richer human. But you need time.  

Ways of thinking that help you change your mind 

Practice thinking in the present. The more you can avoid raking through the ashes of the 

past, or projecting into the future, clinging to hope that your broken relationship can be 

rebuilt, the harder it will be to heal. Thinking in the present is not mindfulness. It’s a strategy 

I have yet to read about elsewhere, but I am sure it’s not an original idea. It is quite simply 

training your brain not to think about the relationship in terms of revisiting the past or 

anticipating the future.  

I started doing this a few years ago, in relation to the first person I really fell in love with 

after my marriage ended. Due to past trauma, he wasn’t emotionally available and he told me 

this at the outset of our friendship. I chose not to 

believe him (very foolish) and allowed myself to 

believe that I might be able to share a life with this 

highly compatible, lovely man. We had a few years 

of being in and out of what to everyone around us 

seemed like a healthy relationship. We got on so 

well, and were so kind to each other – but between 

us we knew that only I was in love, and he was just 

going through the motions in the hope that feeling 

would follow.  

A bereavement caused him to withdraw, and that 

was the end of trying. I was bereft. But the only way 

I have managed not to waste our wonderful 

friendship was to practice this mind training technique. I didn’t rake over the detail of our 

past, and I didn’t allow my mind to consider a romantic future as a possibility. I only ‘met 

him’ in my present. As I said, this isn’t mindfulness, it’s simply living in the present, in your 

mind, in relation to another human being.  

A friend of mine, who recently suffered a traumatic relationship loss, asked me how I stop 

myself thinking about it. In the early days of practicing this technique, I would just try to be 

aware of my thinking, and actively decide not to follow my thoughts down snaking avenues 

of “if only” and “what if”. It was hard to begin with and often I was well down memory lane 

before I realised what I was doing. When I caught myself dwelling on it all, I said out loud 



“Enough.” and actively gave myself something else to think about. I filled my time with self-

improvement, audible books and anything that would hold my attention.  

Like all skills, it gets easier and easier as you practice. These days I rarely ‘go there’, but if I 

do, I am almost immediately aware that I am on a slippery slope and I just mentally say “No.” 

and go about my business. No great effort needed, and that is the power of the mind.  

Practice mindfulness. This is a way of approaching the moment that is, in essence, giving 

the moment your full attention. I do practice mindfulness regularly, especially when I am 

driving, having sex, at a concert, or – occasionally – eating. I wish I could say I used the 

technique to focus in on all the important aspects of my life, but in this regard, I am very 

much work in progress.  

Dictionary.com defines mindfulness as: 

A technique in which one focuses one's full attention only on the 

present, experiencing thoughts, feelings, and sensations but not judging 

them. 

There are so many benefits to practicing mindfulness that it really doesn’t make sense not to. 

Many studies exist to back up the individual perception of increased well-being that comes 

after practicing this meditative activity. Mindfulness supports many aspects of mental, 

physical, emotional and social well-being.  

After practicing mindfulness regularly, the following things can increase: 

• Cognition 

• Body satisfaction 

• Appreciation of pleasure 

• Sleep 

• Weight loss 

• Focus and concentration 

• Connection 

• Engagement in activities 

• Engagement with people 

• Self esteem 

• Self-compassion 

 

After practicing mindfulness regularly, the following things can decrease: 

• Disordered eating patterns 

• Depression 

• Anxiety 

• Worry and rumination 

• Stress 

• Blood pressure 

• Pain perception 

• Conflict 

• Age and race bias 

• OCD 

• Fragility 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/mindfulness?s=t


 

How to practice mindfulness 

Whatever kind of mindfulness meditation you practice, it will begin with establishing 

concentration, using the breath. It will then move on to observing flow (of ideas, sensations, 

emotions, cravings or sensory experiences – like taste or sound. Observing the flow, means 

noticing (and perhaps naming) without judgement, and then letting go. The breath (or a word 

or mantra repeated silently in your mind) can be used to focus and refocus. You can notice 

you have lost focus – without judgment – then re-focus and continue.  

Informal mindfulness practice includes focused listening and single tasking.  

Over time using these methods of meditative practice changes the brain in constructive, 

protective ways. The more you do, the more effective it will be at creating a positive effect on 

your mental, physical, emotional and social well-being. 

If you want to learn more and hear some of the research that supports mindfulness, I found 

The Science of Mindfulness and Practicing Mindfulness from the Great Courses series (from 

Audible), extremely helpful. There are, of course, many other kinds of meditation, but for the 

purposes of this tool kit, none seem to be as comprehensively accessible and useful as 

mindfulness meditation.  

Practice gratitude. Don’t pass over this one, as it’s quick and easy to do and can produce a 

turbo boost to well-being and positivity. This isn’t just a perception, as practicing positive 

activities such as gratitude, optimism and self-compassion causes neurons in the brain to form 

more connections, as well as triggering the release of endorphins. I fell into practicing 

gratitude by spending a lot of time 

with someone who had this nailed. 

Their generous gratitude for 

everything I did simply rubbed off, 

and I naturally reciprocated. That 

then spread to other people and 

situations that I was thankful for. A 

simple way to practice gratitude is to 

log at least two things in a gratitude 

diary every night before you lay 

down to sleep. Let your mind 

wonder over the day and linger on 

moments you are grateful for; however insignificant they might seem. Practicing gratitude 

can also be expressed outwardly by telling people how much you appreciated time spent with 

them or something they did for you.  

Practice positive thinking. This means looking for the good in yourself, other people and 

events around you. Even the most optimistic of us, can be plagued by negative thoughts at 

times of distress and difficulty. However, it is quite possible to take negative thoughts to task, 

by asking questions such as “Is it true?” – not “Do I think it’s true?” but “Is it unquestionably 

true?” Also “How does believing this thought affect me and would I be better off without it?” 

and “What would happen if I let this thought go?” Once again, this isn’t called practicing for 

no reason. Changing your mind-set involves effort and concentration, but the reward is 

endorphin release and a greater sense of well-being. The law of attraction also means that the 

more positive you become, the more you will attract positivity into your life. Practice often 

and change will come.  

http://www.audible.co.uk/


Practice optimism. Do you see the glass as half empty or half full? Being optimistic means 

that you function within a universe that isn’t ‘out to get you’. Your expectation is ‘fair to 

good’, rather than assuming that bad things will always happen to you. Remember, the law of 

attraction means that if you expect disaster, disaster will surely find you. Practicing optimism 

means just that; approaching a situation where your expectation is gloomy and challenging 

that expectation. Mentally top your ‘glass’ up until it starts to feel at least half full. I am 

irritatingly optimistic, and although I have experienced my fair share of pain and trouble, it 

never enters my head that bad things are likely to happen. I wasn’t born like that; my brain 

has just learned over years of practice to be strong in those areas that affect a hopefulness. It 

may also be that this is one of the benefits of spending years in religion; it trains you towards 

positivity (because negativity is apparently the opposite of what god would desire in us), 

however, that’s a tiny deposit in an account that is seriously overdrawn, when I consider what 

those years cost me. But that’s another story.  

Self-compassion. This is where we started this Tool Kit, and it is the subject of the whole of 

the first section. Cutting yourself some slack, or being kind to yourself are other ways of 

communicating the idea of self-compassion. When you are in distress, it is so easy to crank 

up the hateful self-talk, as your inner critic throws a party. Any self-statement that resounds 

with “not enough” isn’t truth. Revisit the section on hostile self-talk if this is your problem. 

Practice looking at yourself, throughout this difficult period of your life, through the eyes of a 

close friend. Allow yourself to feel their compassion and see if you can extend it to yourself. 

Imagine it was them hurting. Allow your empathy, soft-heartedness and even protective rage, 

to flow through you towards your own situation.  

Journal. Telling your story, even if only to yourself, is cathartic and will help emotion to rise 

and fall naturally, rather than being contained and internalised. There are several ways to 

journal and it will help to choose one that suits your personality and preferences. Some of us 

love words, and for us, putting emotion into words can be hugely productive. If you are not 

naturally comfortable with writing prose, I would encourage you to investigate bullet 

journaling as an excellent way of logging progress, forming habits and expressing yourself 

using only the salient points. Don’t worry 

about logging days, weeks and months 

unless this helps you, but create logs for 

gratitude, habits, inspirational stuff, 

achievements, eating well and so on. Bullet 

journaling often appeals to people who 

prefer to feel organised and ordered. They 

can help overcome the internal chaos that 

often surrounds relationship loss. If you 

prefer to release your emotions creatively, 

you might find that a scrapbook, sketch 

journal or doodle journal suit you best. I 

love this doodle therapy site.  

http://bulletjournal.com/
http://bulletjournal.com/
http://doodletherapy.blogspot.co.uk/


Growth mindset. It may not be what you want to hear right now, but difficult times in life, 

often result in our strongest periods of 

growth, self-improvement and 

development. Allow yourself to follow 

whatever path this takes for you. There 

will be times during your journey, when 

motivation goes absent without leave, 

and that’s okay. At those times, it’s all 

you can do to practice self-compassion. 

However, the desire for change will 

return, and it can take you wherever you 

are willing to follow. Every day now I 

want to learn something new, try 

something that requires courage or practice a fledgling habit. We are only on this planet once 

– and for such a short time – don’t we owe it to ourselves to challenge ourselves towards a 

better ‘us’; towards growth?  

Noteworthy research results 

When practicing any beneficial mind-activity, results will be boosted by several things. These 

include: 

• Being supported socially (either one-to-one or in a group) in the activity. 

• Being invested in the activity.  

• Being effortful in your practice.  

• Practicing several of these positive habits consecutively (not at the same time).  

Finally, this is one area where being older is to your advantage (yay!) because benefits are 

greater as people age. This may be to do with available time and commitment, which also 

tend to increase with age.  

To reach beyond your limits by training your mind – TED talk – Marisa Peer 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCv-ZBy6_yU&t=629s

